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Techniques to detect long
chain branching in polymers
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By Michele Scacchi
Alpha Technologies U.K.

This first section will be the first
technique to determine the damping
function to assess the long chain branching of BR samples.
The easiest and most common way to
determine the damping function of viscoelastic materials is to carry out step
shear strain experiments (or stress relaxation tests), at varying strains. In
many cases, the nonlinear relaxation
modulus can be separated into time-dependent and strain-dependent factors,
as shown by the following Equation 1:
G(t,γ) = G(t) x h(γ)
where the G(t) is the linear relaxation
modulus and h(γ) the so-called damping
function.
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The damping function, h(γ), can be
obtained at each strain, γ, simply by
finding the amount of vertical shift on a
log-log plot G(t, γ) vs. t.
The validity of the separability was
verified for many polymers: for a long
chain branched polyethylene sample
(Wagner and Laun), for polydimethylsiloxanes (Papanastasiou), for polyethylene, polystyrenes (Soskey and Winter)
and for high cis BR samples (Bacchelli).
The h(γ) decreases monotonically as
the strain, γ, increases. The negative departures of the modulus G(t, γ) from the
linear viscoelastic limit becomes ever
greater as the strain increases, a phenomenon known as “strain softening.”

Executive summary

2.

It is well known that the presence of long chain branching (LCB) in a polymer
has a large impact on its viscoelastic properties and can affect significantly the
processability of the filled rubber compound (black incorporation time, die
swell, extrusion behavior).
Despite the influence of the molecular architecture of the polymer on viscoelastic
properties that is usually investigated by the linear viscoelastic (LVE) characterization, this approach is not enough to disclose information on complex branching
patterns or for fully understanding the processing behavior of elastomers.
In this study, three different techniques are used for the characterization of
the non-linear response of polymers to detect the long chain branching.
One of the most common ways in shear to assess the LCB in a raw elastomer
is to determine the damping function. Taking advantage of the separability of
the non-linear stress relaxation modulus, G(t,γ), the damping function can be
directly determined by stress relaxation experiments, with increasing strain
amplitude. By comparing the damping function of the investigated polymer
with the damping function of the Doi-Edwards’s model, it is possible to assess
the level of LCB in the polymer.
One of the most sensitive techniques to detect the LCB in a polymer is the
FT-rheology by means of the large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) test. Lissajou figures and suitable LCB indexes are used to check the presence and to quantify the level of LCB in several raw rubbers. This technique can be used for quality
control in the synthetic rubber production to check the polymer architecture.
Another interesting way to characterize complex branching patterns is performing shear startup measurements on a variable speed Mooney rheometer
equipped with a biconical rotor. The transient response of highly branched
elastomers (e-SBR, NBR, PBR) allows us to detect the presence of multiple
overshoots, which are related to the characteristic molecular structure and can
be used as a fingerprint of this kind of polymer architecture.
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The relaxation behavior by step shear
strain often is used for the comparison
of predictions of different models and
theories.
In the stress relaxation experiment,
the “tube reptation theory” of DoiEdwards allows it to describe the non-linear viscoelastic behavior of narrowly

Table 1.1: Molecular data of the examined BR samples.

distributed linear polymers.
An analytic form for the Doi-Edwards
damping function, hDE (γ), was proposed by
Larson (1985) and can be well described
(in simple shear flow) by Equation 2:
1
h (γ) = 1+0.2x
γ2 hDE

To describe the damping function of
polymers characterized by a broad molecular weight distribution and long
chain branching Soskey and Winter
(1984) proposed a generalization of the
Doi-Edwards model in Equation 3:
h (γ) =

Fig. 1.1: Example of a step shear test: Separability of the nonlinear relaxation modulus.

1
1+axγn

1.1 Experimental

Several linear and branched high cis1,4 polybutadiene samples were synthesized by polymerization in n-hexane
solution. The investigated samples had a
similar molecular weight distribution,
and the molecular data are summarized
in Table 1.1.
The instrument used in this work to
perform stress relaxation tests and to
determine the damping function was an
RPA 2000, a torsional dynamic rheometer manufactured by Alpha Technologies. The RPA is equipped with a biconical test chamber with grooved dies to
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avoid slippage.
Although the cavity is closed through
the action of a ram operated with a pressure of 40 bar (tests are thus made in
pressurized conditions), it was demonstrated that the effects due to the closed
rim and the associated pressurization are
negligible and the deformation field
(strain and shear rate field) is nearly uniform in the test chamber. The RPA by Alpha is the only instrument able to get over
the experimental limits of the conventional rotational rheometers, performing
stress relaxation measurements at large
deformation (strain > 300 percent) without
slippage issues.
Several stress relaxation tests have
been carried out at 90°C, starting from
the linear viscoelastic region/limit and
increasing the strain amplitude in the
following measurements. Typically, the
strain set point is reached in several
milliseconds in consequence of the limitations due to the transducer inertia
and electronic hardware: for small deformations it was about 50 milliseconds
and for the largest strain increased to
up to 0.2 seconds.
Over long times, the low torque signal
and hysteresis of the torque transducer
affects the data quality. Therefore, due
to these limitations, the range of time
during which the damping function was
calculated was between 0.1 seconds and
10 seconds.
Since the shape of relaxation modulus
curves obtained for the investigated BR
samples at different deformation steps, γ
is almost the same (see Fig. 1.1), the
damping function is time-independent
and can be calculated according to
Equation 1.
The experimental results shown in
Fig. 1.2 demonstrate that the higher the
long chain branching in the BR samples,
the higher the deviation from the
Doi-Edwards curve (reference curve for
linear polymer). Therefore the long
chain branched polymers show a weaker
strain dependence than the linear samples.
The significant deviation at high
strain of the linear BR sample from the
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DE curve was probably due to polydispersity of this material, which results in
significant fractions characterized by
high molecular weight. This has a large
impact on the viscoelastic properties of
this sample at large deformation and
could significantly affect the processability of its compound.

2. Second technique

FT-rheology by means of large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) test is the
second technique to quantify the LCB in
the polymers
The FT-rheology was developed by
Dealy and Giacomin (1992) to characterize the non-linear viscoelastic behavior
of complex fluids. Based on this theory,
the stress signal can be described in the
non-linear regime as a Fourier series,which is as the sum of all odd higher
harmonics of G’ and G”:

FT-rheology under LAOS is recognized
as a very sensitive test method for detect-

ing LCB, or more generally to distinguish
different polymer topologies. From the
mathematical descriptions of LAOS,
higher harmonic contributions induce
non-sinusoidal stress waveform shapes.
The evolution in the shape of the distorted stress waveforms can be related
with systematic changes in the internal
microstructure of the material or the
polymer topologies (linear or branched
chain) (Fig. 2.1).
LAOS responses can be visualized
as parametric curves, called Lissajous-Bowditch figures of the oscillating
shear stress, τ (t) vs. strain γ (t), or τ (t)
vs.strain-rate, γ. (t).
It was demonstrated that by the Lissajou figure, τ (t) vs. γ. (t), it is possible to
distinguish between linear and branched
polymers.
In fact, secondary loops could be due
to polymer linearity irrespective of average molecular weight and molecular
weight distribution. Increasing level of
LCB separates the loading part of the
stress signal from the unloading part,
thus increasing the loop surface and
balancing the distortion.
The simple ratio between the first and
the fifth harmonic component of G’ allows
us to quantify the level of LCB in the polymer: typically, the greater this ratio, the
higher the level of LCB in the polymer.
This criterion to determine the degree
of branching is purely empirical, but
compared to other rheological test methods it has the big advantage of being insensitive to the molecular weight and

the molecular weight distribution.
2.1 Experimental
Three “low cis polybutadiene” samples
having nearly the same molecular
weight and molecular weight distribu-

tion, but with a subtle difference in the
long chain branching content, were investigated to assess the sensitivity of
the above-mentioned test method. These
See Polymers, page 20
Table 2.1: Molecular data of the examined low cis PBD samples.

Fig. 2.2: Lissajou figures of the investigated PBD samples.

Table 2.2: LCB indexes comparison of the investigated PBD samples.

Fig. 1.2: Damping functions of the investigated BR samples.
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Table 3.1: Molecular data of the examined SBR samples.

Fig. 2.1: Distortion of the stress signal from small (linear region) to large deformation
(non-linear regime).

Fig. 3.1: Multiple stress overshoots in shear startup flow: Characteristic fingerprint of the
polymer architecture.
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Future tech notebooks

Technical notebooks scheduled for upcoming issues of Rubber & Plastics News
include:
• A paper from Zeon on “Utilizing Peroxide Blends in HNBR—Impact on Cure
Rate and Aged Properties”;
• A paper from Parker-Lord on transforming regular liquid silicone rubber
into self-bonding LSR; and
• A paper from JK Tyre on the green
economy and the challenges and opportunities it presents for the tire and automotive industry.
If you have a paper you would like considered as a potential technical notebook,
please contact John Dick, technical editor
of RPN, at john@rubberchemist.com.
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Polymers
Continued from page 19
materials were synthesized by anionic
polymerization leading to polybutadienes with a medium cis-1,4 content.
Some characteristics of the molecular
structure are summarized in Table 2.1.
The instrument used in this work to apply the FT-rheology under LAOS was a
Premier RPA equipped with a suitable software module (LabView, developed by National Instrument) to record the first nine
odd higher harmonics of the torque signal.
By comparing the Lissajou figures of
the investigated samples, it is possible
to observe the increase in the LCB content from sample A to sample C: the

higher the level of LCB, the more the
loading part of the stress signal deviates
from the unloading part, thus increasing the loop surface and balancing the
distortion (Fig. 2.2).
Using the above mentioned LCB indexes it is possible to quantify the different
level of long chain branching in the examined samples confirming the high sensitivity of this test method (Table 2.2).

3. Third technique

Shear start-up flow measurements on
a Premier variable speed Mooney rheometer equipped with a biconical rotor is
the third technique to disclose information on the molecular architecture of
branched polymers.
As reported in the literature by Bacchelli and Coppola (2014, 2008), the
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transient response of entangled polymers in the startup of shearing flow
provides unique information about the
different kind of branching, revealing
different macromolecular architectures.
It was demonstrated that polymers
with a highly branched macrostructure
show multiple overshoots during shear
start-up experiments at constant shear
rate. These several peaks are related to
the relaxation mechanism of polymer
chains, such as chain orientation, chain
stretching and branchpoint withdrawal.
3.1 Experimental
A set of four SBR samples having a
different molecular structure were examined to assess the predictive ability of
this test method. The investigated samples were extended with aromatic oil and
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differ in the molecular weight, molecular
weight distribution and especially in the
branching topology (Table 3.1).
The instrument used in this work was a
Premier variable speed Mooney rheometer,
equipped with a biconical rotor designed to
obtain a nearly uniform flow field in the
test cavity. The main advantage of such a
setup is that it allows rheological experiments up to large strains at high shear
rates without the problem of edge fracture.
By analyzing the non-linear transient
response of the examined SBR samples,
it was possible to disclose information on
different kinds of branching, distinguishing the linear from the star branched,
the randomly branched and from the
highly branched macrostructures.
Furthermore, as demonstrated by
Coppola, the strain at which these peaks
occur is intrinsically related to the specific molecular architecture.
Therefore, this technique can be used as
a fingerprint of the polymer architecture.
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Zochem
raises zinc
oxide prices
Rubber & Plastics News Staff

DICKSON, Tenn.—One of North America’s largest producers of zinc oxide
raised the price of the raw material
compound effective Oct. 15.
Zochem L.L.C. has said the price
hike—expected to be between 3 and 5
percent for all grades of zinc oxide—is
due to increased freight, supply chain,
labor and COVID-19 costs. The increase
also will support capital improvements
at Zochem’s facilities in Dickson and
Brampton, Ontario.
The price increase will not affect customers currently under contract with
the company, Zochem said.
“Current prices in the market are not
sustainable,” said Zochem CEO Ron Crittendon. “This small increase will allow
Zochem to maintain the highest standards as a zinc oxide producer, while providing value to both our customers and
shareholders.”
Zinc oxide remains one of the most
ubiquitous raw materials across an array of industries, and Zochem has been
buoyed by increased sales outside of the
tire, energy, and oil and gas markets—
namely those in agriculture,
While about 40 percent of the total zinc
oxide market (from all producers of zinc
oxide) in North America goes toward the
rubber tire industry, the compound also
can be found in dental care, sunscreens,
fertilizers, livestock feeds, over-the-counter flu remedies, vitamins, tile glazes,
paints, food additives and even electronics.
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